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CLOSED ADOPTION: AN ILLUSORY PROMISE TO BIRTH PARENTS AND THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF SEALED ADOPTION RECORDS

Bryn Baffer*

Over the past decade, the number of websites using deoxyribonucleic acid ("DNA") to allow users to peer into their heritage and health has skyrocketed. In 2002, the already established ancestral search company, Ancestry, entered the DNA testing business.1 In 2006, 23andMe was founded.2 In 2012, Ancestry developed AncestryDNA, an autosomal test that provides users with information about their ethnicity.3 An autosomal DNA test matches one’s DNA with the DNA of people of common ancestry to allow one to discover his or her ethnic origin and DNA relatives.4 Although many of these companies have been established for at least a decade, popular interest in them continues to increase.5

The consumer interest in discovering what DNA can reveal has seen a large increase in recent years.6 In 2011, 23andMe’s database had one hundred
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By 2015, 23andMe had surpassed one million users. By 2015, 23andMe had surpassed one million users. Currently, 23andMe has over twelve million individuals within its DNA database. There has been rapid growth in consumer interest in discovering what an individual’s DNA could reveal about their ethnic origins.

The process of determining one’s genetic composition has become user-friendly and the information discovered has often proven to be beneficial. For a relatively affordable price between $99 and $199, customers can purchase a home testing kit and send their DNA to 23andMe’s lab. All customers need to do is spit into a tube and place it in the mail. From there, 23andMe analyzes the genetic composition of the DNA sent and compares it to thousands of data points in its ethnic database. Each customer then receives a detailed report that separates their ethnic heritage into percentages. Depending on which home kit is purchased, customers may also have the opportunity to discover if they have any genetic predispositions to certain diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease or Celiac disease.

In addition to tracing heritage, 23andMe also analyzes overlapping chromosome segments and matches customers with relatives according to their DNA results. Customers have the option to either opt in or opt out of the DNA Relative Finder. As 23andMe once advertised, “It’s a new social network, with
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a genetic twist.” After customers opt in to the DNA Relative Finder, they can connect through the website and message each other. Even if a genetic relative does not accept the invitation to connect, all DNA matches can still see “the percent DNA and number of segments [they] share … [and] relatives in common.” Overall, the DNA Relative Finder has made it much easier to find relatives.

In the United States, adoption is a significant component of family-building. A National Council for Adoption (“NCFA”) study stated, “Some experts estimate that 100 million Americans have either been personally touched by adoption within their families or know someone who is or has adopted.” Although there are alternative ways of creating a family, such as surrogacy, adoption has remained a key family formation tool. The Children’s Bureau of the Health and Human Service’s Administration for Children and Families released data that shows 63,100 adoptions during fiscal year 2018 involved a child welfare agency. Given that so many Americans are personally affected by adoption, the laws that apply to adoption need to effectively protect the interests of the adoptee, the birth parents, and the adoptive parents.

Over the past few years, 23andMe and adoptees have formed an unusual partnership. Through this website, adoptees are able to discover individuals with similar genetics. In fact, 23andMe specifically advertises to adoptees. The website even shares multiple stories of adoptees finding their respective birth families. Gavin Kennedy is one such adoptee; he found his biological father
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through 23andMe and was then able to meet the rest of his biological family at a family wedding. 28 His story is not uncommon, and there is a growing trend among adoptees to use DNA companies to find their biological families. 29 Through DNA matches with biological relatives, adoptees are bypassing adoption laws in place to protect the privacy of birth families. 30

Although using DNA technology to find one’s biological family is a great example of human ingenuity, this practice has also created a problem for adoption record laws. Many states do not allow an adoptee to access his or her Original Birth Certificate (“OBC”) or adoption record. 31 Due to 23andMe, these laws have become irrelevant. Adoptees are finding their respective birth families, but the privacy interests of the parties involved in the adoption process are not being protected. 32 For that reason, there needs to be a system that protects the privacy of the birth parents who wish to remain anonymous while still recognizing that adoptees are entitled to certain types of information.

This Comment will analyze how direct-to-consumer DNA testing kits allow for the circumvention of current sealed adoption laws. It will discuss the need to protect the interests of all parties involved in the adoption process and suggest a Uniform Model Act as a solution. The prior law section will lay out the current state of American adoption law and the protocol for handling adoption records. This Comment will also trace the evolution of adoption law and provide reasons for the development of the current law. The Comment will then review the four main ways states treat adoption records. The explanation will highlight the
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differences between the systems and point out the few commonalities that exist between the various state approaches. In the analysis section, the current methods of handling records and personal information will be compared to the privacy strategies utilized by companies specializing in Assisted Reproductive Technology (“ART”). This section will then merge current adoption record law with the privacy strategies being employed by the largest sperm bank in the country to minimize the harm to donor privacy caused by direct-to-consumer DNA tests. In conclusion, this Comment will propose a Uniform Model Act that modifies current approaches to adoption law and attempts to protect the privacy of all interested parties.

I. THE EVOLUTION OF RECORD SEALING LAWS

Historically, American domestic adoptions have been “closed” or completely confidential. A closed adoption is “[a]n adoption in which the birth parent(s) and the adoptive parent(s) do not meet, do not exchange identifying information, and do not maintain contact with each other. Court records are usually sealed as well.” Professor Ellen Herman of the University of Oregon summarized closed adoption as, “the idea that adoption substituted one family for another so carefully, systematically, and completely that natal kinship was rendered invisible and irrelevant.” Throughout the 1900s, social workers and parents thought it was best for a child to live as if he or she was born into the adopted family, with little to no information about his or her birth family. However, by the 1970s, closed adoptions had become the norm.

Because of this idea that adoptees would not thrive if they knew their origins, states have passed bills limiting the information available to adoptees. In 1917, Minnesota passed the first sealed adoption records law. Under that law, however, adoptive parents, adoptees, and birth parents could still view the records. Minnesota’s 1917 law primarily focused on the privacy of the parties involved and keeping the covered information from society at large, not
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necessarily from parties to the adoption.\textsuperscript{41} Nevertheless, Minnesota started the trend, and by the 1940s most states had enacted laws requiring adoption records to be sealed.\textsuperscript{42} By the 1950s, almost all states had comparable statutes that sealed adoption records.\textsuperscript{43}

In addition to sealing adoption records, states also started issuing amended birth certificates following adoptions.\textsuperscript{44} By the 1960s, most states would place an adoptee’s original birth certificate in the sealed court file.\textsuperscript{45} The state would then issue an amended birth certificate that replaced the biological parents’ names with the names of the adoptive parents, as if the adoptive parents had given birth to the child.\textsuperscript{46} The rationale behind creating an amended birth certificate was that it would ease the transition between families for the adoptees and help connect them to their adoptive families.\textsuperscript{47}

The push to seal adoption records and issue amended birth certificates was not to protect the privacy of the birth parents, but to protect the adoptee from the “stigma of ‘illegitimacy.’ ”\textsuperscript{48} However, the record sealing laws were enacted before many of the ground-breaking cases focused on women’s rights were decided.\textsuperscript{49} In 1965, the Supreme Court held that married couples have the right to privacy, which includes the right to seek contraception.\textsuperscript{50} In 1972, the court extended this right to privacy to unmarried people when it decided \textit{Eisenstadt v. Baird}.\textsuperscript{51} Only a year later in 1973, \textit{Roe v. Wade} further extended the right to privacy established in \textit{Griswold} to include a woman’s right to seek an abortion.\textsuperscript{52} At the time, being an unwed mother was considered shameful and viewed negatively by society.\textsuperscript{53} Since there was little access to contraceptives or legal abortions before these landmark cases, pregnant women had few options outside
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of adoption. As a result, lawmakers sought to protect adoptees from the societal judgment of illegitimacy by sealing adoption records. However, as court cases extended the right to privacy, the argument that sealed adoption records protected the adoptees morphed into an argument for protecting the privacy of birth families.

In the 1970s, adult adoptees started creating organizations to lobby against sealed adoption records. On a grassroots level, groups such as the Adoption Liberation Movement of America created a mutual registry, which served as a platform for adoptees and birth parents to reconnect. Twenty years later, a renewed movement for open adoption records led to the formation of Bastard Nation, another adoptee rights organization. Still, there was little progress made toward opening up adoption records.

Since the creation of these movements in the 1970s, the domestic adoption process has gradually become more transparent and less surrounded by secrecy. As S.I. Rosenbaum of the Boston Globe writes, “As recently as the 1970s, almost all American adoptions were confidential; today, only 5% are.” American society is moving away from the concept of “anonymous” adoption, largely for cultural reasons, but also because technological developments, such as direct-to-consumer DNA kits, have made finding one’s birth family much easier. There is also a growing trend favoring transparency in the adoption process, which should be reflected in the adoption record laws.

II. CURRENT ADOPTION RECORD LAWS

Historically, states have had jurisdiction over family law issues. In 1890, the Supreme Court in In re Burrus stated, “The whole subject of the domestic relations of husband and wife, parent and child, belongs to the laws of the States and not to the laws of the United States.” Even when holding the Defense of
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Marriage Act unconstitutional in 2013, the Supreme Court again cited In re Burrus when clarifying that the power to adjudicate domestic relations issues resides in state courts.\(^{65}\) The belief that there is “something inherently local about family law”\(^{66}\) has arisen repeatedly in family law jurisprudence, which may explain why states approach adoption records differently.\(^{67}\)

Currently, there is a wide disparity in the amount of adoption information each state releases. Nineteen states and the District of Columbia have laws in place that seal adoption records.\(^{68}\) Only ten states have allowed adoptees unrestricted access to their adoption files, with New York opening access in January 2020.\(^{69}\) The other twenty-one states permit limited access to adoption records.\(^{70}\) There are some common themes among these laws, but the laws do vary by state.

The American Adoption Congress, an adoption rights organization, has separated adoption record laws into five categories based on stringency: unrestricted access, access with restrictions, partial access, partial access with restrictions, and sealed.\(^{71}\) Since each state falls into an approximately accurate level, this Comment will analyze four states that represent each category of access.

A. Alabama: Unrestricted Access to Adoption Records

Having unrestricted access to adoption records means that “an adult adoptee may apply for and obtain an original birth certificate without any discriminatory restrictions or conditions, other than following regular procedures for obtaining a state vital record.”\(^{72}\)

In Alabama, an amended birth certificate is issued upon receiving a notice of adoption.\(^{73}\) The OBC is then placed in the adoption file, which itself is under seal. However, any adoptee who is at least nineteen years old may file to obtain
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access to the OBC and “any evidence of the adoption … held within the original record.”

In addition, birth parents can sign both contact preference and medical history forms. The contact preference form allows birth parents to choose one of three options: no contact at all, contact through an intermediary only, or contact at any point. This form is not binding and can be amended at any point. Furthermore, this contact preference form is only provided by the state upon request by the birth parent. Therefore, a birth parent is not required to complete this form when placing a child up for adoption. Upon request for a contact preference form, a birth parent is also given a medical history form. If the medical history form is completed, it is packaged with the contact preference form and placed in the sealed file. If an adoptee requests the OBC, it will be provided along with the contact preference and medical history forms.

B. Arkansas: Access with Restrictions

Arkansas is an “access with restrictions” state. An access with restriction record law is categorized as, “[a]ccess for adult adoptees with limits.” In Arkansas, this level of access to adoption information is relatively new as the relevant legislation went into effect in 2018.

Similar to Alabama, Arkansas issues an amended birth certificate to replace an OBC after receiving proof of an adoption. However, an adoptee can still request to open the “adoption file” and thus gain access to an OBC. This access is limited as the adoptee must be at least twenty-one years old and pay a fee. However, birth parents have the opportunity to file for a redaction of identifying information. If redactions have been made, the adoptee still receives the file.
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but it does not include any identifying information.\textsuperscript{90} Upon request, a contact preference form is also available to birth parents and can be placed within the adoption file.\textsuperscript{91}

In another effort to provide a more transparent adoption process, Arkansas operates a mutual consent registry.\textsuperscript{92} Arkansas’s mutual consent registry allows “adult adoptee[s] and each birth parent and each individual related within the second degree” to voluntarily join the list of potential matches.\textsuperscript{93} If there is a match on the list, the identifying information is then released.\textsuperscript{94} Unlike with access to the adoption file, adoptees only need to be eighteen years old to register for the mutual consent registry.\textsuperscript{95} There is a fee for users of the registry and individuals are required to attend one hour of counseling before being added to the registry.\textsuperscript{96}

C. Massachusetts: Partial Access

While the American Adoption Congress separates “partial access”\textsuperscript{97} and “partial with restrictions,” this Comment will combine these two categories in this analysis. Partial access is “access for adult adoptees born during certain years.”\textsuperscript{98} Partial access with restrictions is “access for adult adoptees born during certain years, and with limits.”\textsuperscript{99} The main difference between the two categories is that some states only allow access to adoptees born during certain years if the adoptees can overcome other restrictions.

Since 2007, adoptees born before July 17, 1974 are allowed access to their respective OBCs.\textsuperscript{100} Adoptees who are at least eighteen years old or adoptive parents of children born after 2007 may also receive access to an adoptee’s OBC.\textsuperscript{101} However, adoptees born between July 17, 1974 and January 1, 2008 are not provided access to OBCs.\textsuperscript{102}
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Upon the requestor reaching the age of eighteen, Massachusetts will release non-identifying information about the birth parents, adoptive parents, and adoptee.103 Non-identifying information includes “[s]uch information … which the agency holds concerning the medical, ethnic, socio-economic, and educational circumstances of the person.”104 At its discretion, the adopting agency may provide more non-identifying information about an individual’s adoption.105 If both parties proffer written permission, the adoption agency can share the identity of the adoptee with the birth parents and the identities of the birth parents with the adoptee and adoptive parents.106 In order to provide permission to release identifying information, the adoptee must be twenty-one years old or the adoptive parents must consent.107

Currently, there is legislation pending that would grant access to OBCs for adoptees born between July 17, 1974 and January 1, 2008.108

D. Virginia: Sealed Records

Virginia seals all adoption records and these records can only be unsealed with a court order.109 As with all the other states analyzed previously, Virginia creates amended birth certificates and the OBCs are sealed in the adoption files.110 However, an eighteen year old adoptee may apply to have identifying information released.111 Upon receiving that application, the adoption agency is required to attempt to locate the birth family and to inquire about “the relative effects that disclosure of the identifying information may have on the adopted person, the adoptive parents, and the birth family.”112 If good cause is shown, identifying information and access to the adoptee’s OBC will be provided.113 The Virginia Department of Social Services defines good cause as “consent from the birth family on whom identifying information is being sought.”114 Non-identifying information is always accessible to the adoptive parents, the adoption
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agency, and the adoptee if he or she is at least eighteen years old.\textsuperscript{115} The only exception to Virginia’s strict sealed record law deals with parental placement adoptions.\textsuperscript{116} Parental placement adoptions involve placements selected and arranged by the birth parents without the help of an intermediary.\textsuperscript{117} In parental placement adoptions that occurred after July 1, 1994, “the entire adoption record shall be open to the adoptive parents, the adoptee who is eighteen years of age or older, and a birth parent who executed a written consent to the adoption.”\textsuperscript{118}

III. ARGUMENTS FOR OPEN ADOPTION

A. Fundamental Right to Know

Advocates supporting open access to adoption records and OBCs consistently argue that adoptees have a fundamental Right to Know their origins, genetic history, and familial identity.\textsuperscript{119} This argument is based on the notion that adoptees own their personal information once they reach adulthood.\textsuperscript{120} As such, states should not be able to prohibit adoptees from accessing their own personal information.\textsuperscript{121}

The Right to Know is based on the belief that an adoptee deserves to understand his or her identity and to know his or her medical history.\textsuperscript{122} Having a strong identity and understanding one’s background is essential to forming healthy relationships. By not providing an adoptee with any of his or her personal information, states are creating another barrier to the adoptee’s identity formation.\textsuperscript{123} In addition, having knowledge of one’s family medical history can provide critical diagnostic information.\textsuperscript{124} By limiting access to detailed medical information, states are preventing adoptees from receiving potential life-saving care. As information about identity and family medical history is kept private
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from adoptees, states are preventing adoptees from accessing information that belongs to them. Critics of the Right to Know claim that it violates the privacy of birth families as it could cause an unwelcome disturbance in their lives. However, that criticism is based on the assumption that the adoptee will want to connect with the birth family. The Right to Know is not a right to a relationship. Assuming that an adoptee will want to connect with his or her birth family expands the notion of the Right to Know beyond its intended boundaries and should not be used as an excuse to prevent adoptees from accessing pertinent personal information.

B. Best Interests of the Child

The underlying principle governing adoptions is the “best interests of the child.” The focus is on the healthy development and happiness of the child in the adoptive family. However, the state’s role in the “best interests of the child” analysis ends when the adoptee reaches the age of majority. At adulthood, adoptees should be able to make all the decisions related to their best interests and the state should no longer be a part of the decision-making process.

In the United States, eighteen is the age of adulthood and the beginning of all “adult” decisions. At age eighteen, parents can no longer make legal decisions that are in the best interests of their children. If parents lose this right at age eighteen, the government should as well.

C. No Guarantee of Confidentiality

Finally, although the sealed records may have secured some level of privacy,
birth families have never been guaranteed confidentiality.\textsuperscript{134} While privacy surrounding adoption was a courtesy extended to birth families and to protect adoptees, statutes never provided complete anonymity.\textsuperscript{135} Courts have concluded that a promise of confidentiality can occur “only if the laws expressly state that closure is (1) absolute and (2) permanent.”\textsuperscript{136} Even states with “completely sealed” laws allow court orders to open previously sealed adoption records.\textsuperscript{137} Therefore, the “absolute” requirement is not actually met because records can still be opened.\textsuperscript{138} Furthermore, promises made by adoption professionals do not carry the force of law, so courts need not honor these statements.\textsuperscript{139}

IV. PROPOSED REFORM IN ADOPTION RECORD LAWS

A. Change in Social Stigma

Laws concerning adoption records need to be updated because technology has surpassed the reasoning behind these laws. Laws are designed to protect societal interests and accomplish goals. With record sealing laws, state governments attempted to protect birth families and adoptees from societal judgment. These laws were designed to accomplish the goals of providing a “proper adoption” and a happy childhood for the adoptee.\textsuperscript{140} The Relative Finder has erased the need to review adoption records to find birth families, but it also ignores the fact that some birth families might not want to be found.

Moreover, society’s perspective on adoption has changed in the past thirty years and this has decreased the need to protect the privacy of the parties involved. Some of the reasons adoption has become more accepted are the increase in the number of individuals being adopted and the fact that technology has made it significantly easier to find birth families than in previous decades. The culture of secrecy surrounding the adoption process has transformed into a culture of transparency.
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B. Psychological Effects

Even though all parties attempt to make the adoption process as painless as possible for the adoptee, adoption itself has a significant impact on an adoptee’s mental health. Adoptees often experience loss and grief from separation from their birth families, which can be intensified depending on the age of the child at adoption.\textsuperscript{141} Similarly, adoptees can have difficulty forming their own identities if they are unaware of their origins and heritage.\textsuperscript{142} Studies have demonstrated that adoptees often have lower self-esteem than their peers, which could be linked to adoption.\textsuperscript{143} A survey of adolescent adoptees discovered that “13 percent never thought about adoption, 54 percent thought about their adoption once a month or more, and 27 percent thought about their adoption once a week or more.”\textsuperscript{144} This statistic shows that the emotional effects of the adoption process do not disappear when the adoption forms are signed, but continue to impact adoptees on a regular basis. Adoption is a significant life event, and it does affect the mental health of adoptees.

As many adoptees think about their own adoption regularly, there are also a number of adoptees who want to know more about their birth parents. According to the American Adoption Congress, “72 percent of adopted adolescents wanted to know why they were adopted, 65 percent wanted to meet their birth parents, and 94 percent wanted to know which birth parent they looked like.”\textsuperscript{145} The desire to learn more information about one’s birth parents is a common theme among adoptees, and this is a fact that legislators should consider.

Adoption is supposed to prioritize the “best interests of the child” but the psychological effects of adoption are often ignored. While not guaranteed, offering some basic information on birth families could lessen some of the psychological effects of adoption.\textsuperscript{146} Studies have shown that if an adoptee has some contact with his or her birth family, more conversations about adoption are likely to arise.\textsuperscript{147} Knowing information about one’s birth family and having an increased number of conversations about adoption can have positive long-term effects on identity formation.\textsuperscript{148} In fact, there is concrete evidence that knowing
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information about one’s birth family can benefit an adoptee.\textsuperscript{149} Given that the “best interests of the child” should include the psychological wellbeing of the adoptee, these emotional considerations should be a piece of the analytical framework when deciding whether to seal adoption files. The psychological benefits of the adoptee knowing basic information about his or her birth family should not be ignored by lawmakers.

Critics of opening adoption files argue that allowing adoptees to have access to identifying birth family information would violate the birth families’ trust, as they believed the adoptions would be confidential.\textsuperscript{150} However, this emphasis on privacy is excessive. There is little evidence that birth parents rely on the confidentiality of the adoption as a determining factor in the adoption.\textsuperscript{151} The United Kingdom started providing adoptees with access to their OBCs over forty years ago.\textsuperscript{152} Since that time, the United Kingdom commissioned a study which “found that 94 percent of birth mothers whose children made contact with them were pleased.”\textsuperscript{153} As discussed in previous sections of this Comment, birth families never receive a formal court proclamation of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{154} While possibly comforting, most birth families do not decide to place a child up for adoption based on the promise of confidentiality. If the birth parents do wish to remain unidentified, they can use their state’s safe haven law; every state has a safe haven law that allows a birth parent to surrender a newborn child at certain locations with no questions asked.\textsuperscript{155} Birth parents who complete the entire formal adoption process understand that their names are on certain forms and there is a possibility of identification.\textsuperscript{156} Therefore, to overemphasize the role of confidentiality in adoption decision-making would be a mistake.

Second, adoption is supposed to be in the “best interests of the child,”\textsuperscript{157} not the best interests of the birth parents. The focus of opening adoption records should be on the impact on the adoptee. If it is in a child’s best psychological interest to know information about his or her birth family, the government should not intervene in this area. In fact, preventing adoptees from accessing information critical to their psychological well-being is antithetical to the goal
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of acting in the “best interests of the child.”

Nevertheless, while the culture around adoption may have changed, states still need to recognize that some birth families may desire anonymity. Since technology has essentially made anonymity impossible, there needs to be some action to protect the privacy of birth families. The government needs to both mitigate the damage to birth parents’ privacy and prioritize the right of adoptees to know critical information about their births.

V. DIFFICULTIES WITH REGULATING TECHNOLOGY

There are few ways to limit what information a third party, such as 23andMe, can release to its private users. None of the information released by 23andMe originates in government documents, nor does it touch any government services. Furthermore, a biological parent does not have to participate in 23andMe’s services to be identified; an adoptee could discover a biological connection to a relative of a birth parent and then use this relationship to find the birth parent. By participating in this service, a relative could accidentally reveal the identity of a birth family. While the government has significant power over adoption records, it is still difficult for the government to regulate a consumer’s use of a third party company. A relative may be using 23andMe or another service for an unrelated reason and may not even be aware that an adoption has occurred.

VI. SIMILAR ISSUES WITH TECHNOLOGY IN FAMILY LAW JURISPRUDENCE

Although this Comment focuses on adoption record laws, family law as a whole has experienced a number of changes due to technology. For example, surrogacy was only legalized in Washington, D.C. in 2017. While surrogacy
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developed in the 1980s, D.C. criminalized surrogacy in 1993. As the use of surrogacy became more prevalent, D.C. lawmakers had to reexamine the purpose behind the statute. Thus, in 2017, D.C. decriminalized surrogacy and defined the legal parents of a child born through surrogacy. This example is provided to illustrate that many of these technology-related family law issues are only now being addressed by legislators. To say that the law has not kept up with the rapid growth of technology is an understatement.

In one of the most notable and cutting-edge cases of its time, a California court of appeals ruled that legal parentage could be established by consent. In *Buzzanca*, a married couple used a donor egg, donor sperm, and a gestational surrogate to conceive a child. The question at issue was who the legal parents of the child were as neither the husband nor the wife had provided any genetic material. The court borrowed law from the Uniform Parentage Act ("UPA"), which stated that a man who consented to the insemination of his wife consented to being a legal parent of the resulting child. The court applied that statute to the wife as well, making the statute gender-neutral. This case illustrates that in some states, if a parent consents to the procedures that would result in the birth of the child, that parent is the legal parent of the resulting child.

The D.C. surrogacy law and the *Buzzanca* decision demonstrate how courts and legislators have been trying to amend the law to provide fairer outcomes for parties. As many of these issues stem from relatively new technological developments, the legal community has had to modify current laws to fit new situations.

VII. COMMONLY ADOPTED STANDARDS

As family law issues have traditionally been local issues, states have been reluctant to adopt a uniform standard for family law issues, including adoption
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As discussed above, each state handles its adoption records differently. However, the federal government has incentivized states to change family laws through funding. One such example involves the Adoption and Safe Families Act of 1997 ("ASFA"). The ASFA was enacted because children were in the foster care system for extensive periods of time and Congress wanted to increase the availability of permanent homes for foster children by encouraging adoption. The ASFA conditioned federal funding for state foster care systems on the encouragement of kinship care, a time limit on the duration of foster care before termination of parental rights, and the creation of subsidies to fund the adoption process for potential adoptive parents. While there have been many critics of ASFA, the result has been an increased focus on achieving stability and permanence for children in the foster care system in every state.

Another example of a family law statute adopted throughout the United States is the Uniform Parentage Act. The UPA was developed by the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in 1973. Before promulgation of the UPA, state laws varied dramatically in terms of how they defined legal parentage. The UPA sought to create a more standard approach across the country and to help clarify emerging issues in the law. Although states still have to pass their own legislation, the UPA has successfully influenced family law. Nineteen states have enacted laws based significantly
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on the 1973 version of the UPA,\textsuperscript{186} while eleven states have chosen to follow the 2002 version.\textsuperscript{187} The latest edition of the UPA was suggested in 2017 and states are beginning to adopt these amendments.\textsuperscript{188}

Despite family law historically being a state issue,\textsuperscript{189} the legislation discussed herein is proof that national standards can be implemented. To argue that it would be impossible to pass a national standard focused on adoption records would be to ignore the family law legislation that has already been widely accepted throughout the country.\textsuperscript{190}

VIII. PRIVACY ISSUES FOR FAMILIES CREATED USING ASSISTED REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY

A. Overview of ART

For children conceived through methods of Assisted Reproductive Technology ("ART"), such as artificial insemination or donation of eggs, their privacy is also impacted by the direct-to-consumer DNA tests.\textsuperscript{191} Many sperm donors in the 1980s and 1990s donated sperm on the promise of anonymity, never anticipating that direct-to-consumer DNA testing could identify them.\textsuperscript{192} However, adoptees and children conceived through ART have the same identity questions and concerns. Using the same methods employed by adoptees in their search for birth parents, individuals conceived through ART are using direct-to-consumer DNA tests to find other individuals with the same donor.\textsuperscript{193} People have held family reunions with other individuals that share their same donor, joined sibling registries, and established full communities of the offspring of one donor.\textsuperscript{194}
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There is minimal government regulation that addresses whether identifying information should be provided to children conceived through ART. In 2011, Washington State enacted a law that requires sperm banks to make “‘open’ sperm donation the default.” If desired, a sperm donor can still remain anonymous, but anonymity must be requested, and confidentiality is not automatically provided to sperm donors. Washington is still the only state that has such a law, but the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws recently amended the UPA to address the release of identifying information. The Prefatory Note of the UPA explains Article 9 as:

[T]he right of children born through assisted reproductive technology to access medical and identifying information regarding any gamete providers. While Article 9 does not require disclosure of the identity of a gamete donor, it does require that donors be asked whether they would like their identity disclosed. It also requires a good faith effort to disclose nonidentifying medical history information regarding the gamete donor upon request.

While there are a few government regulations focusing on identifying information provided to children conceived through ART, some private companies specializing in ART have established their own standards for handling requests for donor information.

B. Privacy Strategies Adopted by Private ART Companies

The California Cryobank, the largest sperm bank in the country, has developed several strategies to reduce the privacy concerns of donors while still allowing children to learn more about their respective donors. First, at age eighteen, the offspring can request any non-identifying personal information, such as education level, personal history, ethnicity, physical characteristics, and family medical history. Second, a 2017 change in California Cryobank policy now requires new sperm donors to consent to identification once the offspring
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reaches the age of eighteen. As a result of this new policy, the offspring is provided with the “donor’s name, donation location, last known address, and email address…” While each sperm bank has its own policies and regulations, California Cryobank represents a large portion of the ART industry and provides an example of how ART companies are handling donor information.

California Cryobank appears to have recognized the effect that direct-to-consumer DNA tests have on privacy and has attempted to reconcile the interests of all parties involved in the ART process. On California Cryobank’s website, strong language heavily emphasizes the company’s desire to be the link between child and donor. The company underlines the phrase, “Under no circumstances should you, or anyone known to you, attempt to identify or contact any donor without the assistance of California Cryobank.” The company is insistent that any initiation of contact between parties originate from the company. By acting as the intermediary between the donor and the child, California Cryobank can partially protect the donor’s privacy if he does not want to be identified.

If California Cryobank discovers that a child or family has contacted a donor, there may be serious repercussions. A child who reaches out to a donor without California Cryobank’s assistance can be barred from further opportunities to make contact with the donor. A family that contacts a donor on behalf of an underage child violates the company’s Client Contract and can be prevented from using the company’s services again. For example, a mother who accidentally identified her daughter’s sperm donor after using 23andMe was threatened by NW Cryobank with $20,000 in penalties and the possibility of being denied access to four vials of sperm from the same donor. While these legal actions against families cannot arise in the adoption context, adoption laws could implement some of the strategies used by private ART companies to mitigate privacy concerns.

C. Donor-Sibling Registries

Many children conceived through artificial insemination have formed...
relationships with each other through the Donor-Sibling Registry ("DSR"). The DSR is a matching website that connects users who have the same donor identification number. The registry currently has more than sixty-seven thousand members. Through DSR, children from the same donor can connect and meet half-siblings.

The DSR demonstrates that the search for identity information is common among children conceived through ART. Each member of DSR joins the website voluntarily and has to personally communicate with any matches. While the emphasis is usually on meeting other half-siblings, occasionally donors will be matched with children conceived through donations. Sociologist Tabitha Freeman of the University of Cambridge describes donor siblings as “a new form of family.” The DSR has allowed children conceived through ART to develop their own sense of identity by meeting their half-siblings.

The comparable website for adoptees to utilize is 23andMe. Adoptees may have the same curiosity about their identity as children conceived through ART. The difference between adoptees and children conceived through ART is that the latter group’s curiosity may be fulfilled through the meeting of half-siblings. Meeting someone with the same genetic background and physical traits might be enough for children conceived using ART to avoid searching for a donor. Here, there is still a level of anonymity provided since the children only possess the donor’s identification number. For adoptees, by contrast, finding someone with the same genetic background could directly lead to the birth family. There is no intermediate level of anonymity between the shared genetic relationship and a birth family in this context.
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IX. UNIFORM MODEL ACT APPROACH

A. Need for a Model Act

Given all of the uncertainties surrounding privacy in the adoption and ART contexts, there should be a standard approach. Technology has developed so fast that closed adoption records and ART have not kept pace. If the privacy interests of a birth family or a donor are to be balanced with a child’s interest in genetic information, there needs to be some type of compromise. A Uniform Model Act (“Model Act”) for adoption could be created for states to implement. A Model Act that incorporates some of the privacy strategies of ART companies while still molding them to address problems unique to adoption would help adoption record laws adapt to new technology. Today, websites such as 23andMe are forcing states to move toward open adoption laws because anonymity no longer exists.

B. Uniformity in Laws

A Model Act would create a more efficient adoption system and give birth families in every state the same level of privacy. As Americans move around the country, adoptees may end up living in states different from the state in which they were adopted. Since the states allow differing amounts of access to adoption files, a disparate system of access has been created across the country. However, a Model Act would encourage the acceptance of standard laws across all the states, thereby eliminating this problem and potentially encouraging adoption.

C. Access to the OBC and Mutual Consent Registries at Age Eighteen

A Model Act would create an open system that provides adoptees with the right to receive their OBC at age eighteen. The California Cryobank now allows access to identifiable information to all children conceived through ART once they reach the age of eighteen. Accordingly, every party understands the expectations and knows that there may be later contact. Given that 23andMe allows an adoptee to discover the identity of his or her birth family, there seems to be no benefit to prohibiting adoptees from accessing such information. The privacy of birth parents is no longer protected since these websites already reveal identifying information.
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In addition, there should be one standard age of adulthood across the states for granting access to mutual consent registries. Currently, some states require adoptees to be twenty-one years old before allowing them access to adoption files, but only eighteen to join a mutual consent registry. Another state requires adoptees to be nineteen before they can be given access to an adoption file or join a mutual consent registry. Moreover, states create laws that address the underlying privacy concerns stemming from these registries, but each law impacts adoptees differently due to their varying age restrictions. Implementing a Model Act would create a standard age across the country that could be used in each of these contexts and would help set expectations while protecting privacy.

D. Contact Preference Form and Any Personal Effects

A Model Act would encourage birth parents to submit a contact preference form when placing a child up for adoption. If a birth parent wishes to be contacted when a child turns eighteen, an updated address, e-mail address, and phone number can all be provided. However, if a birth parent states that he or she does not want to be contacted, that information might deter an adoptee from contacting his or her birth family.

Furthermore, under a Model Act, birth parents could be given the opportunity to place photos or letters within an adoption file. Currently, sperm donors may only write about their personal interests and hobbies on a donor profile. However, allowing a birth parent to provide more information may ultimately help a child with identity formation and may decrease the parent’s concerns about adoption.

In addition to a contact preference form, birth parents should also be strongly encouraged to complete a detailed medical history to be placed in an adoption file. In adoption cases, depending on the circumstances, birth parents may refuse to fill out any health information. In order not to deter adoption, such a
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provision cannot be mandatory. Nevertheless, if a birth parent wishes to maximize privacy, a detailed medical history might prevent later contact from the adoptee.

If an adoptee knows a family name, medical history, and that a birth parent does not wish to be contacted, that information might prevent an adoptee from searching for a birth family and intruding upon their lives.

E. Disclaimer Added to Every Consent to Adopt Form

Finally, a Model Act could require that a paragraph be added to every consent to adopt form that informs birth parents that anonymity cannot be guaranteed. California Cryobank informs every donor that his identity may be revealed and requires consent to the disclosure of identifiable information.\textsuperscript{230} Similarly, birth parents should be made aware that modern technology has made anonymity impossible and that they should not have any expectations of privacy.

A Model Act could balance the psychological need of adoptees to learn information about their birth families with the privacy desires of some birth families. While adoption records should be sealed from parties not affiliated with the adoption, the government cannot ensure that an adoptee will never use technology to find his or her birth family. One promising example of pending legislation is Arizona’s House Bill 2600.\textsuperscript{231} This bill has not yet passed the Arizona Senate, but this legislation follows many of the suggestions outlined in this Comment.\textsuperscript{232} With current direct-to-consumer DNA testing, a Model Act will only encourage an adoptee to respect a birth family’s wish to be anonymous. Technology has created a world in which more transparency in adoption records is the only way forward.

X. CONCLUSION

Admittedly, regulating adoption records is a difficult task. Adoptees want to understand their respective identities and they should have a right to know about themselves. However, for many adoptees who were adopted in the 1970s or 1980s, birth parents might have placed them up for adoption assuming that anonymity was guaranteed forever.\textsuperscript{233} Adoption in the 1970s had a much different cultural connotation than adoption has nowadays. Today, adoption is
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no longer a secret process, but one that is much more open. Websites like 23andMe have made identifying birth families the norm.\textsuperscript{234} Legislators need to recognize that in order to protect privacy interests, laws must account for the power of technology.

Along with adjusting to technology, the government needs to understand the psychological undertones of the adoption process. Such a sensitive family issue makes it difficult to draft legislation. Nevertheless, adoptees have the right to know more about their own genetic information. When a birth family places a child up for adoption, the birth parents sign away their right to make decisions on behalf of the adoptee. Other rights waived include the right to decide what information should be provided to a child about his or her adoption and birth family. Birth parents have no right to privacy with respect to adoption, so that interest should not be valued more than the psychological well-being of adoptees.\textsuperscript{235}

A Uniform Model Act would create a more standard process for adoptees in every state and could preserve some privacy for birth parents who wish to remain anonymous. By providing an adoptee with the names, medical history, contact preference form, and any other materials provided by the birth parents, states might be able to deter an adoptee from approaching a birth family who does not want to be contacted. The identifying information might also quell the adoptee’s curiosity, especially if an adoptee understands a birth parent has no wish to be contacted. A Uniform Model Act could mitigate the potential damage to the privacy of certain birth parents while concurrently satisfying an adoptee’s desire for birth information, thereby ensuring that the law is able to serve the interests of all the parties involved in the adoption process.
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